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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

Method and apparatus for detecting irregularities in a 
moving sheet of yarn particularly during a warping 
process with at least two photoelectric detecting means 
spaced along the path of the moving sheet which com 
prises producing a signal with a ?rst photoelectric de 
tecting means when an irregularity in the sheet is ob 
served thereby, -reducing the speed of the sheet in response 
to said signal, producing a second signal with a second 
photoelectric detecting means spaced downstream of the 
?rst detecting means when the same irregularity is ob 
served thereby and stopping the movement of the sheet 
in response to the second signal. 

This invention relates to a method and apparatus for 
detecting slubs and/or other irregularities in a moving 
sheet of yarns, threads or the like ?lamentary materials. 
More particularly, this invention relates to a method 
especially suitable in the warping process, for detecting 
irregularities in a yarn sheet with at least two photo 
electric detecting means which are spaced along the di 
rection of travel of the yarn sheet, and which can pro 
vide a ‘warning signal or a signal to stop the sheet upon 
detection of an irregularity and to an apparatus for carry 
ing out this method. 
A method and apparatus similar to those of this in 

vention are known. The known apparatus is often so con 
structed that two photoelectric detecting members pro 
duce a signal which, by way of a transmission system, 
stops the yarn sheet moving along at the normal or usual 
operating speed of, for instance, 400 meters per minute. 
Although in the case of high-quality yarns the number of 
irregularities, more particularly slubs, in each of the 
yarns mostly used in warping is relatively low, the warp 
ing machine is with this known method and apparatus 
stopped rather frequently by one of the detecting 
members. 

This rather high frequency of stops occurs because 
in the warping process use is mostly made of a yarn 
sheet consisting of from a few hundred to a few thousand 
parallel yarns and because the warping machine must 
be stopped every time a slub in any one of the yarns 
of the sheet passes the detecting member. 

In the known apparatus each photoelectric detecting 
member substantially consists of a light source, which 
is located on one side of the yarn sheet and which emits 
its light beam across the top and the bottom of the yarn 
sheet to a photoelectric pickup located on the other side 
of the yarn sheet. After one of the detecting members has 
stopped the warping machine and the yarn sheet, the 
warper, i.e. the operator, has to ?nd the slub in the yarn 
sheet, remove the slub and put the machine in opera 
tion again. It has been found that in the known method 
of detecting slubs, ?nding the detected slub is very time 
consuming and in a considerable percentage of the cases 
where a slub- is detected by the detecting members or 
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the warping process is stopped no slub can be found. The 
last mentioned situation is often referred to as a “false 
stop” of the machine, which implies that the detecting 
member has not been excited by a slub but, for instance, 
by a vibrating yarn in the sheet or by false external light 
re?ected by the yarns. Such disturbances may exert an 
in?uence on the detecting member that is similar to that 
exerted by real slubs. In the known method for detecting 
slubs in the warping process, particularly as a result of 
the difficulty of ?nding the slubs and the false stops, 
there is a loss of production time which may amount to 
twenty to thirty percent. 

Advantageously this invention provides a method and 
apparatus ‘which do not show the disadvantages of the 
above-described method and apparatus. 
Thus this invention comntemplates a method of de 

tecting irregularies in a moving sheet of yarn or like 
?lamentary material, particularly in the warping process 
during the winding of the yarn sheet from or onto a 
yarn package, ‘with the aid of at least two photoelectric 
detecting means placed one after the other along the 
path of the yarn sheet, which comprises producing a 
signal with a ?rst photoelectric detecting means when an 
irregularity in the sheet is observed by the ?rst detecting 
means, reducing the speed of the yarn sheet in response 
to the signal, producing a second signal with a second 
photoelectric detecting means spaced downstream of the 
?rst detecting means when the same irregularity is ob 
served by the second detecting means and stopping the 
movement of the yarn sheet in response to the second 
signal. 

In the method of this invention it has been found 
that when the second detecting means stops the move 
ment of the sheet, the yarn sheet is, because of its lower 
speed, arrested relatively rapidly so that the observed 
slub ‘will always be found at practically the same rela 
tively short distance downstream of the second detecting 
means. Moreover, by the method of this invention the 
percentage of false stops of the warping machine will 
practically be reduced to zero because the second photo 
electric detecting means observes the yarn sheet in a 
steadier condition. Advantageously, the method accord 
ing to the invention will produce good results if in the 
case of detection of an irregularity by the ?rst detecting 
means, the speed of the yarn sheet is reduced to a value 
which does not exceed about 85 percent of that of the 
normal or usual operating speed of the sheet. 
The method of this invention is particularly effective 

when a correction signal is produced for increasing the 
speed of the yarn sheet to the normal operating speed 
if the irregularity in the yarn observed by the ?rst de 
tecting means is not observed by the second detecting 
means. In accordance with this invention the correction 
signal can be produced in a simple manner by a time 
switch, which is actuated by the output signal of the ?rst 
detecting means. The time switch may be stopped by an 
output signal of the second detecting means. 
The preferred embodiment of the method of the in 

vention is characterized in that the output signals of the 
?rst and the second detecting means automatically reduce 
the speed of the yarn sheet and stop the yarn sheet, re 
spectively, by way of a transmission means. 

With advantage, the invention is further characterized 
in that the ?rst detecting means, upon observing an ir 
regularity, produces a signal for actuating the second de~ 
tecting means, and in that after a predetermined time 
delay a correction signal is produced which deact-uates 
the second detecting means. 

This invention is also directed to an apparatus for 
carrying out the above-described detection method, com 
prising a frame; means, provided with a driving means or 
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mechanism and a transmission means, for winding or un 
winding a sheet of a large number of parallel yarns or 
like ?lamentary materials; guide means for guiding the 
yarns substantially in one plane; and at least two photo' 
electric detecting means spaced some distance apart along 
the path of the yarns for detecting slubs and/or other 
irregularities in the yarns and for controlling operation of 
the driving means. The ?rst detecting means is, via the 
transmission means, so coupled with the driving means 
that when the ?rst detecting means observes an irregularity 
in the yarn, the speed of the yarn sheet is reduced, and 
the second detecting means, placed downstream of the 
?rst detecting means, is so coupled with the driving means 
via the transmission means, that if the same irregularity 
is also observed by the second detecting means, the move 
ment of the yarn sheet is stopped. 
The invention will be further described with reference 

to the accompanying schematic drawings of an embodi 
ment of the invention in which; 
FIGURE 1 represents a schematic side view of the 

apparatus of the invention positioned along the path of 
the yarn sheet on a warping machine; and 
FIGURE 2 represents a schematic plan view of the 

apparatus on the warping machine, including a block 
diagram of the detecting means of the invention. 

In the FIGURES 1 and 2 the reference number 1 desig 
nates a yarn sheet composed of a few thousand yarns on 
a warping machine. Each of the yarns is supplied to the 
warping machine 2 in the direction indicated by an arrow 
from a creel (not shown), which, as viewed in the draw 
ings, is mounted on the left end of the apparatus. In the 
creel each yarn of the sheet 1 is unwound over-end from a 
yarn package 3. The schematic FIGURE 1 only shows one 
of the yarn packages. Before the yarns reach the warping 
machine 2, they are passed through a number of guiding 
members (not shown). The warping machine comprises 
a frame (a portion of which is shown in FIGURE 2 and 
designated by reference numeral 2') which carries the 
essential parts of the apparatus of the invention. 
As can be seen from FIGURES 1 and 2, the apparatus 

of the invention including the warping machine, viewed 
in the direction of movement of the yarn, successively 
comprises an eyeboard 4, a guide bar 5 with a felt strip 
6, a reed 7 for separating the yarns, a ?rst detecting means 
including a light source 8 and a photoelectric pickup 9, 
a guide bar 10, a reed 11, a second detecting means in 
cluding a light source 12 and a photo electric pickup 13, 
a member 14 for detecting broken ends in the sheet 1, 
a reed 15, a guide bar 16, and a yarn package or warp 
beam 17. The warp beam can accommodate a yarn sheet 
that is dozens of kilometers long and is in an appropriate 
manner rotatably mounted in the frame of the warping 
machine. Moreover, the warp beam 17 is provided with 
an appropriate driving and control mechanism 18 (shown 
in FIGURE 2) for rotating the Warp beam at the desired 
speed. 
The method and apparatus of this invention for de 

tecting slubs or other irregularities in the yarns of the 
yarn sheet 1 will now be further described particularly 
with reference to the block diagram in the lower part of 
FIGURE 2. The light beams of the ?rst and the second 
photoelectric detecting means are indicated by the ref 
erence numerals 19 and 20‘, respectively. Each light beam 
travels partly below and partly above the yarn sheet 1 
in a direction transverse to the direction of the movement 
of the sheet. The direction of movement or travel of the 
yarn is indicated by an arrow 21. When a slub or some 
other irregularity in one of the yarns of the sheet 1 passes 
through the light beam 19 emitted by the ?rst detecting 
means, the light beam is temporarily more or less inter 
rupted. As a result, the pickup 9 produces a signal, which 
may be appropriately ampli?ed or transduced, and which 
is supplied to the control and driving mechanism 18 of 
the warp beam 17 by way of a lead or line conductor 22. 
In the housing accommodating the mechanism 18 the 
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signal, by way of a suitable transmission means, effects 
a reduction of the speed of the yarn sheet to a value which 
is, for instance, not more than about 85% of that of the 
normal operating speed. 

Moreover, the output signal of the pickup 9 actuates 
the pickup 13 of the second detecting means via the lead 
or line 23. The output signal of the pickup 9 is, by way 
of the lead 24, also supplied to the time switch 25. The 
circuit (of the apparatus) and the transmission means 
must be such that the yarn sheet 1 moves at the reduced 
speed before a slub which has been observed by the ?rst 
detecting means reaches the second detecting means. As 
soon as this slub passes through the light beam 20, the 
pickup 13 supplies, via lead 26, a signal to the control 
and driving mechanism 18. As a result, the warp beam 
17 and the yarn sheet 1 are stopped. By way of the lead 
27 the output signal of the pickup 13 also stops the time 
switch 25. Consequently the time switch is immediately 
reset to its initial position. 
When the yarn sheet 1 has in the above-described way 

been automatically stopped, the warper i.e. the operator, 
seeks the slub in the yarn sheet 1 and removes it. Owing 
to the reduced speed of the sheet and the rapid switching 
and braking of the apparatus the slub will, after the yarn 
sheet 1 has been stopped, be found along the area desig 
nated by the dash line 29 which is a practically constant 
distance (designated by reference numeral 28) upstream 
of the light beam 20. The warper then manually re-starts 
the machine, the yarn sheet 1 regaining its full speed and 
the pickup 13 being automatically put out of action. 

Also when the pickup 9 detects a pseudo~slub (i.e. a 
false indication of a slub) the speed of the yarn sheet 1 
is in the above-described manner reduced, the time switch 
25 is started and the pickup 13 is put into action. When 
after a given time the pseudo-slub has not been observed 
by the pickup 13 of the second detecting means, the time 
switch 25, by way of the lead 30‘, supplies a correction 
signal to the control and driving mechanism 18 of the 
warp beam. As a result of the supply of the correction 
signal, the speed of the yarn sheet is, by way of the trans 
mission means, returned to its normal operating value, 
and the pickup 13 is, via the lead 31, put out of action 
again. 
While the novel features of the invention have been 

shown and described and are pointed out in the appended 
claims, it is to be understood that various omissions, 
substitutions and changes in construction and arrange~ 
ment of the features shown and described may be made 
by those skilled in the art without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for detecting slubs and other irregularities 

in a moving sheet of yarn during the winding of the yarn 
sheet in a warping process with the aid of at least two 
photoelectric detecting means placed one after the other 
along the path of the yarn sheet, which comprises pro 
ducing a signal with a ?rst photoelectric detecting means 
when an irregularity in the yarn sheet is observed by 
said ?rst detecting means, reducing the speed of the yarn 
sheet in response to said signal, producing a second signal 
with a second photoelectric detecting means spaced down 
stream of the ?rst detecting means when the same ir 
regularity is observed by the second detecting means, and 
stopping the movement of the yarn sheet in response to 
the second signal. 

2. The method of claim 1, in which upon observation 
of an irregularity by the ?rst detecting means, the speed 
of the yarn sheet is reduced to a value which does not 
exceed about 85% of that of the normal operating speed. 

3. The method of claim 1 which further comprises 
producing a correction signal if the irregularity observed 
in the yarn sheet by the ?rst detecting means is not ob 
served by the second detecting means and thereafter in 
creasing the speed of the yarn sheet to its normal oper 
ating speed in response to said correction signal. 
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4. The method of claim 3 in which the correction 
signal also deactuates the second detecting means. 

5. The method of claim 3, in which the correction 
signal is produced after a predetermined time delay by a 
time switch, which is actuated by the signal produced by 
the ?rst detecting means. 

6. The method of claim 5, in which the time switch is 
stopped by said second signal. 

7. The method of claim 1, in which the signals pro 
duced ‘by the ?rst and second detecting means automati 
cally reduce the speed of the yarn sheet and stop the 
yarn sheet, respectively, via a transmission means. 

8. The method of claim 1, in which the signal pro 
duced by said ?rst detecting means also actuates the 
second detecting means. 

9. An apparatus for detecting slubs and other ir 
regularities in a moving sheet of yarn which comprises 
means, provided with a driving means and a trans-mission 
means, for winding a large number of parallel yarns, 
guide means for guiding the yarns substantially in one 
plane, and at least two photoelectric detecting means 
spaced some distance apart along the path of the yarns 
for detecting irregularities in the yarns; a ?rst of said 
detecting means being, by way of the transmission means, 
so coupled with said driving means that when the ?rst 
detecting means observes an irregularity in the yarn, the 
speed of the yarn sheet is reduced, and the second detect 
ing member, placed downstream of the ?rst detecting 
member ‘being by way of the transmission means, so cou 
pled with said driving ‘means that if the same irregularity 
is also observed by the second detecting means, the move 
ment of the yarn sheet is stopped. 

10. The apparatus of claim 9‘ in which there is pro 
vided a time switch which is coupled with the ?rst detect 
ing means. 

6 
11. An apparatus for detecting slubs and other ir 

regularities in a moving sheet of yarns, which comprises 
warping means for transporting a sheet of yarns within 
a plane, and at least two photoelectric detecting means 

5 coupled to the warping means, and arranged along the 
path of the moving sheet of yarns, one after the other, 
for detecting irregularities in the yarns, a ?rst of said 
photoelectric detecting means producing a signal that 
reduces the speed of the moving sheet of yarns when an 
irregularity is observed by said ?rst detecting means and 
the second photoelectric detecting means, placed down 
stream of the ?rst detecting means, producing a second 
signal that stops movement of the sheet of yarns when 
the same irregularity is observed by said second detect 

15 ing means. 
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